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“Making a positive difference in the lives of children.” 
 

 

 

 

 

421 Yoctangee Parkway 

Chillicothe, Ohio 45601-3597 

(740) 702-2287 

 

Department:  ______________Fine Arts____________________________  

 

 

Department Goal: 

 
1: The CHS Fine Arts Department will help support OGT performance in Science by illustrating wave-concepts to 

illustrate tuning. In music classes, references will be made to language acquisition skills (looking for context clues, 

similarities to other words, etc.), as well as practical demonstrations of wave concepts. 

2: Maintain retention rates for transition from 8
th
 to 9

th
 grade to 90% 

3: Improve retention rates for each subsequent grade level transition to 80% per level 

4: Develop a standard department curriculum that focuses on experience-level (years in the program) based goals for 

student learning. 

 

Department Weakness(es):  Use data provided. 

 1. Non-Emergency Communication: Though we all communicate with each other and share responsibilities 

well, our primary communication is when there are problems, or at crunch times (such as concerts). I believe a lot of 

this is due to the workload and focus on our individual programs. 

 

Department Strengths:  Use data provided. 

 Curriculum: For both breadth and depth, we offer one of the most comprehensive Fine Arts Curriculums to be 

found anywhere. 

 Expertise: We all have complete command of our subject matter, and each independently seek out methods for 

continuous professional and musical development. 

 

Data to Support Department Goal:  Use data provided. 

 As reported by Mrs. Metzger, the physical science portion of the OGT needs the most reinforcement. Per Mrs. 

Metzger’s request, we will be focusing on wavelength concepts, including peaks/valleys, frequency, amplitude, and 

constructive/deconstructive interference. 

 

Action Plan to reach Department Goal:  How will you achieve this department goal?  What will it look like in 

the classroom on a daily basis? 

 Tuning is a daily necessity within a musical ensemble. Tuning is based on proper applications of the concepts 

of wave functions. We will use our tuning time to serve as a daily practical lab on waves and related vocabulary. 

Similar connections can be made with how light waves are altered and interact to produce the variety of visible and 

invisible light. 

 

Assessing and Monitoring Department Goal:  How will you assess and monitor the likelihood of your 

department achieving the set department goal? 

 

1. More regular meetings (monthly) to discuss retention and best teaching practices. 

2. Alignment with science courses for greater emphasis during instruction of wave concepts. 

3. Daily reinforcement and referencing to vocabulary and vocabulary acquisition. 
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Department Course Goals for Teacher Teams: 

 

Music Appreciation 

1. Provide a standard curriculum to be used every year 

2. Get a budget for additional resources that can be used in the units(and find more free resources as well) 

 

Symphony Orchestra 

1. Provide more differentiated instruction using chamber music, sectionals, or lessons 

2. Increase the interest for wind and percussion players to join orchestra 

 

Freshmen Orchestra 

1. Have 90% of the students participate in Solo & Ensemble 

2. Teach using a variety of keys, string techniques, and meters to increase their understanding of playing and theory 

 

Concert, Symphonic, and Cavalites Choirs 

1. To have choir members singing a Class C OMEA sight-reading passage as part of a  SATB quartet with 80% 

accuracy of pitch and rhythm. 

2. My students will be able to understand the building of major/minor scales and I, IV and V chords.  They will be able 

to spell and recognize the quality of scales and chords by listening examples, writing on staff and singing in SATB 

parts with 80% accuracy. 

 

Piano 

1. To have students demonstrate application of musical concepts as literacy, rhythm, pitch, tempo and coordination by 

performing a solo for video recording. 

2. Students will be able to compose melodies with skips up to a 5th and with simple rhythmic figures and add a chordal 

accompaniment that could be played by another student.  

 

Concert Band 

1. Students will be able to perform scales and arpeggios for major and minor scales in all 12 keys. 

2. Incorporate sight-reading as part of a weekly (ideally daily) warm-up. 

 

Jazz Ensemble 

1. Students will be able to accurately analyze a chord progression for chord tones, modes, and form. 

2. Students will be able to perform an improvised solo over a jazz standard in a variety of styles (ballad, latin, swing, 

funk) 
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Course Weakness(es):  Use data provided. 

 

Music Appreciation 

The lack of a standard curriculum hinders a logical sequence and sense of direction in instruction. 

 

Symphony Orchestra 

The size and variety of instruments makes differentiation a logistical nightmare. 

Interest and morale for wind players was very low to start the year. This makes openness to improvements and changes 

difficult. 

 

Freshman Orchestra 

The lack of a formal classroom and interruptions to classroom access (assemblies, events, etc.) can make a consistent 

classroom environment a challenge. 

 

Concert, Symphonic, and Cavalites Choirs 

The credit crunch and scheduling make it more difficult for students to have the freedom of schedule flexibility to fit 

all of the music classes they want. The large size of the Concert Choir, with its condensed time (30 minutes) makes 

structure and instruction very difficult. 

 

Concert Band 

Differentiation for practical performance is a scheduling challenge. 

 

Jazz Band 

Schedule and room issues limit effectiveness of class structure. 

 

Course Strengths:  Use data provided. 

 

Music Appreciation 

Openness of topic allows exploration of a variety of styles. This will help in retaining attention, and allow for 

relatability to a student-focused context. 

 

Symphony Orchestra 

There is great administrative and community support. The fact that this is a definitive trademark of Chillicothe City 

Schools helps build esprit de corps. 

 

Freshman Orchestra 

Grade specific instruction helps improve educational quality and build strong relationships to maintain solid retention 

patterns. 

 

Choirs 

Teacher experience and mastery of material makes classes highly adaptable. Large numbers help foster confidence in 

the program, which will lead to better musical performances. 

 

Concert Band 

Strong leadership skills and esprit de corps built from Marching Band have really helped solidify group objectives and 

culture. Additional time allows for guided practice. 

 

Jazz Ensemble 

High levels of intrinsic motivation and dedication to music allows for extremely fast-paced and deep music 

exploration. 
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Action Plan to reach Course Goals:  How will you achieve the individual course goals?  What will it look like in 

the classroom on a daily basis? 

 

Music Appreciation 

Will develop syllabus and assessments for review following timeline outlined for other courses. Will work with 

administration to discuss funding options. 

 

Symphonic Orchestra 

Will continue to refine and focus on methods for wind instruction. Will work towards models of differentiation by 

grade/experience level. 

 

Freshman Orchestra 

Will select music and repertoire to help foster confidence in performing solo, while also developing musical fluency in 

areas outline above. 

 

Choirs 

Will incorporate sight singing as a standard part of the instructional cycle. 

 

Piano 

Students will be provided opportunities for guided instruction on composition development. 

 

Concert Band 

Investigate digital methods of evaluation to speed up testing process and reducing intrusion on normal class cycle. 

 

Jazz Ensemble 

Develop a standardized curriculum parallel to the Concert Band instructional model. 

 

Assessing and Monitoring Course Goals:  How will you assess and monitor the likelihood of your teacher teams 

achieving the set course goals? 

Departmental meetings to discuss progress. 

SLO spreadsheets to track and measure data. 


